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The Kinsman Wardrobe range has been created to provide 
storage options that are both stylish and functional for a 
life that's beautifully organised. 

Our experts help you with the design, then your wardrobe 
is delivered to your home as a ready-to-assemble flat pack. 
With hundreds of configurations available, it’s easy to find 
the  perfect combination to suit your space and lifestyle. 

We are proud to be an Australian Made and Owned 
manufacturer and retailer. This certification gives you, 
the customer, peace of mind when you choose Kinsman 
Wardrobes.

Book an appointment with one of our designers today or 
visit us at selected The Good Guys stores.
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We are Australian made* and owned. And 
for more than 30 years, we have been 
helping Australians transform their houses 
into homes.

We stay ahead of the curve with the latest 
colours, designs, finishes and storage 
solutions. We are dedicated to creating 
contemporary spaces for all households 
and lifestyles.

We have an industry-wide reputation for 
excellence in all that we do, and offer value 
and exceptional service. Always.

We make it easy for you. Our showrooms 
are located within selected The Good 
Guys stores, which means you can choose 
the perfect appliances to complete your 
perfect kitchen or laundry.

We offer interest-free finance. Knowing 
a range of finance options are available 
means you can start planning your dream 
spaces straight away.

We are proud to offer two wardrobe ranges 
to suit every family, style, budget and 
home. This includes Designer, our premier 
benchmark collection, and our value-priced 
Studio Range.

*Excluding some components which are sourced from our renowned international suppliers.

Why choose
Kinsman Wardrobes?
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3 easy steps to your
perfect wardrobe

1    Use this catalogue for inspiration.

Create your own moodboard of all the things that you love, want 
and need from the images that you see throughout this catalogue.

2    Book your design appointment at kinsman.com.au

Discuss everything you’re dreaming of in a kitchen with one of our 
experienced designers in-store, in-home or via a virtual design 
appointment at a time that suits you. They’ll bring your vision to 
life with 3D drawings to match your style and budget, as well as 
provide pricing, exclusive offers and interest-free finance options.

3    Watch your perfect modern wardrobe come to life.

Our convenient online portal allows you to review and approve 
plans, make payments and communicate with our team throughout 
the process.

More than just wardrobes, 
our designers can work with 
you to create perfect spaces 
throughout your home, 
including kitchens, pantries, 
laundries and home offices.

We are happy to service homes within 100km from our 
showroom locations in NSW, VIC, QLD & 50km in SA.
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•  Style and finishes – take inspiration from other cabinetry in your home 
or check out our galleries for wardrobe inspiration.

•  Plan how you will store your belongings – will you be folding your 
clothes and storing them in drawers and on shelves? Or hanging them 
on racks?

•  Do you have a lot of longer dresses and coats that require tall storage?

•  Do you mainly have shirts, pants, blouses and skirts that belong in 
double hanging areas to maximise your storage?

•  What about your shoes and accessories?

•  Looking for somewhere to keep your jewellery and documents safely 
tucked away?

•  What’s your storage style? 
Happy to have everything out on display or do you prefer to hide 
everything away behind doors?

•  Is ambient lighting important to you?

•  What’s the best fit for your room size and shape?

Our tips for beautifully 
organised storage

FIND OUT HOW TO  
MEASURE YOUR WARDROBE

CLICK 
HERE

* Product availability is subject to change without notice. We make every effort to ensure the accuracy of the 
information published in this catalogue, however, a number of items and appliances pictured are the clients’ own and 
not supplied by Kinsman Wardrobes.
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Be inspired to transform 
your bedrooms with style 
and storage as seen  
on the spaces created on 
The Block 2023. 

The Block 2023
Show stoppers

AS SEEN ON
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CABINETRY
Drift

CABINETRY
Bonsai

Full of colour and storage, Kyle and Leslie designed a guest bedroom wardrobe that features plenty of 
storage and a study zone. Blue ‘Drift’ doors have been paired with Oak Woodgrain internals and Natural 
Ash Bar handles to create a fresh and welcoming colour palette. The design includes an Oak Woodgrain 
desk and a section of open shelving for styling décor opportunities. Behind the hinged wardrobe doors 
organising clothes and accessories is a breeze thanks to a combination of hanging space and soft-close 
drawers.

KIDS BEDROOM 1 KIDS BEDROOM 2

Curved lines and stylish green wardrobe cabinetry take centre stage in Kyle and Leslie’s second guest 
bedroom wardrobe. Mirroring the design of the other kids bedroom wardrobe, this layout features a 
study zone with an Oak Woodgrain topped desk on one side and an open shelving on the other, both 
framed with Kinsman’s Arched Fascia Panels in Bonsai. The curved panels also feature Verti-strip lighting, 
highlighting the Oak Woodgrain interior finish. A mixture of hanging space combined with soft-close 
Matrix Drawers.

KYLE AND LESLIE KYLE AND LESLIE
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INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

HANDLES
Natural Ash Bar

HANDLES
Natural Ash Bar
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The Block 2023
Kids Bedrooms
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CABINETRY
Enamel

CABINETRY
Trevi

Leah and Ash have created a wardrobe perfect for a child’s bedroom, both in terms of storage and style! 
Fresh green doors in Enamel bring colour and fun to the room have been teamed beautifully with Estella 
Oak interiors and Brushed Dark Brass Rail handles. The compact design offers plenty of hanging space as 
well as soft-close Matrix Drawers, the interior of the robe featuring Light Bars in Black with Sensors to add 
to the functionality.

KIDS BEDROOM 1 KIDS BEDROOM 2

Leah and Ash continued to play with colour in this guest bedroom wardrobe, showcasing the beauty of 
our pale blue Trevi doors paired again with Brushed Dark Brass Rail handles. Storage and organisation of 
clothing, accessories and toys is easy due to the generous hanging space, shelving and soft-close Matrix 
drawers for inside wardrobe storage, all beautifully lit by Light Bars in Black with Sensors to turn the 
lighting on when the doors are opened.

LEAH AND ASH LEAH AND ASH
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INTERIOR FINISH
Estella Oak

INTERIOR FINISH
Estella Oak

HANDLES
Brushed Dark Brass Rail

HANDLES
Brushed Dark Brass Rail
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CABINETRY
Grigio Pelle NEW

CABINETRY
Volcanic Black with  
Grafico Wallpaper

With plenty of storage on offer, Kristy and Brett’s Hinged Wardrobe is a welcome addition to their guest 
bedroom. Packing a style punch, our new Grigio Pelle doors have been paired with new Tan Leather Strap 
with Bright Brass Buttons wardrobe handles for a neutral yet bold look. The warm tones are continued with 
Oak Woodgrain interiors, with the central open shelving another highlight in the design.

KIDS BEDROOM 1 KIDS BEDROOM 2

Proving the big impact a stylish wardrobe can make within any bedroom space, Kristy and Brett’s wardrobe 
is set to turn heads! Behind the statement wallpaper hinged wardrobe doors sits a combination of hanging 
space, built-in wardrobe drawers and open shelving. The real highlight is the curved seating nook with 
Grafico White Board Wallpaper which children can colour in! The Oak Woodgrain soft-close drawers below 
the bench seat provides the perfect place to store art supplies or toys.

KRISTY AND BRETT KRISTY AND BRETT
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INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

HANDLES
Tan Leather Strap with 

Bright Brass Button NEW

HANDLES
Tan Leather Strap with 

Bright Brass Button NEW
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CABINETRY
Oak Woodgrain

CABINETRY
Oak Woodgrain

Steph and Gian presented a generous wardrobe in their guest bedroom that celebrates a welcoming 
colour palette. Central to the look are the Oak Woodgrain doors and Dark Brown Leather Strap handles. 
A desk provides the perfect study zone or a makeup table. A wealth of storage is created with a mixture 
of hanging space, open shelving, and soft-close drawers. Light Bars in Black with Sensors add to the look, 
while illuminating the contents of the wardrobe.

KIDS BEDROOM 1
KIDS BEDROOM 2

Mirroring the design and colour palette of their other guest bedroom wardrobe, Steph and Gian have 
presented another well-planned and eye-catching design that includes a seating nook. Oak Woodgrain 
doors with Dark Brown Leather handles create a warm yet neutral look. Within the robe, Dove Grey 
interiors are highlighted by black Light Bars, which are activated when the doors open thanks to sensors. 
Open shelves on one side of the layout allows for items to be displayed- the perfect place to store books, 
décor, and artwork.

STEPH AND GIAN STEPH AND GIAN
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INTERIOR FINISH
Dove Grey

INTERIOR FINISH
Dove Grey

HANDLES
Dark Brown Leather with 

Pewter Buttons Strap

HANDLES
Dark Brown Leather with 

Pewter Buttons Strap

HANDLES
Dark Brown Leather with 

Pewter Buttons Pull

HANDLES
Dark Brown Leather with 

Pewter Buttons Pull
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 Winners of Kids Bedrooms
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CABINETRY
Fresh White Satin with 

Grafico Wallpaper

CABINETRY
Pewter Metallic NEW

CABINETRY
Reflective Mirror  

Board 23’ 

Whimsical and breath-taking, Eliza and Liberty’s wardrobe transforms the entire bedroom space. Our Fresh 
White Satin doors have been applied with Grafico Wallpaper and when paired with the reading cubby with 
complementary wallpaper, this hinged wardrobe is a fairy tale come true.

Timber-look Oak Woodgrain interiors showcase matte black hanging rails, as well as our new easy slide 
Matrix drawers and shelving storage solutions. The contents of the wardrobe are illuminated by Black Light 
Bars which turn on when the doors are opened with our new Walnut Cadello handles.

KIDS BEDROOM 1 KIDS BEDROOM 2

Designed with a teenager in mind, Eliza and Liberty’s third guest bedroom wardrobe features a design 
that is both stylish and functional. Kinsman’s new Pewter Metallic doors are a modern touch and  
have been teamed with our new Walnut Timber Bow handles. Estella Oak interiors feature throughout, 
providing a mixture of hanging space, open shelves and soft close Matrix metal side drawers.  
The inclusion of a desk on one end of the design allows the perfect space to study, while the reflective 
mirror makes getting ready a breeze.

ELIZA AND LIBERTY ELIZA AND LIBERTY 
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INTERIOR FINISH
Estella Oak

HANDLES
Walnut Cadello NEW

HANDLES
Walnut Timber Bow  

NEW
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INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain
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CABINETRY
FX Series  

White Cement

CABINETRY
Black Aluminium  
Framed Acrylic

Kyle and Leslie’s walk in wardrobe is brimming with style, functionality, and storage solutions. 
Complementing their stunning Master Bedroom, the wardrobe has been positioned behind the bedhead 
wall. Kinsman’s new Arched Fascia Panels in Oak Woodgrain with Black Frame Glass Shelves are visible 
from the bedroom, adding to the beauty of the space. The galley-style layout features FX Series White 
Cement doors teamed with new White Ova Pull handles for a sleek and modern look. 

The walk in robe includes a wealth of hanging space as well as shelves and soft-close metal side Matrix 
Drawers. A combination of open and closed storage allows for ease of access and privacy where required. 
A makeup vanity is a welcome addition, while the desk features serene green tones thanks to the Silestone 
Posidonia Green surface. A clever lighting scheme which mixes Vertical Strip Lighting and LED Light Bars 
adds to the luxury of the space.

Brimming with walk in wardrobe ideas, Leah and Ash’s galley-style wardrobe 
is a highlight within their Master Suite. Complementing statement magenta 
wallpaper, the pairs selection of Kinsman’s new leather-like Nero Pelle doors 
and Black Aluminium Framed Acrylic cabinets with integrated handles adds to 
the opulent colour palette. 

Evoking a boutique feel, the contents of the wardrobes are displayed 
beautifully within the joinery, illuminated by Verti-Strip Lighting, with the 
linen-look of the Grey Textile internals softening the overall scheme. Additions 
such as a makeup station with an elegant grey quartzite-inspired desk, and a 
Folding Mirror in Anthracite, work side by side the traditional storage solutions 
of hanging space, open shelving, and soft-close drawers.

KYLE AND LESLIE LEAH AND ASH
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INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

DESK
Silestone by Cosentino  

in Posidonia Green

HANDLES
White Ova Pull  

NEW
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The Block 2023
Master Bedroom

CABINETRY
Nero Pelle (leather-like)  

NEW

INTERIOR FINISH
French Linen

DESK
Silestone by Cosentino  

in Victorian Silver 
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Flowing on from their chic and calming Master Bedroom, Kristy and Brett 
produced a luxury walk in closet. Making the most of a generous galley-style 
floor plan, the wardrobe maximises hanging space, storage shelves, and soft-
close drawers. Volcanic Black Matt cabinetry and Black Aluminium Framed 
Acrylic doors with integrated handles are lit by LED Verti-Strip lighting, 
contrasting against the warm Oak Woodgrain timber-look internals. 

Beyond its striking good looks, storage and organisation space is available 
in spades thanks to the clever walk in wardrobe design. A selection of our 
premium storage accessories feature throughout the design. The inclusion of 
a Folding Mirror in Anthracite, FX Trouser Rack Pull-out in Black, Pull-out Scarf 
Rack, and Pull-out Tie + Belt Rack, ensure that getting ready each day is a joy 
in House 3.

With a fresh take on a classic monochromatic look, Eliza and Liberty have produced a beautifully appointed 
Walk-In Wardrobe that celebrates form and function. New Grigio Pelle leather-like doors create a modern 
and elegant aesthetic against the rich Estella Oak Matt internals. Our new Black Hyde Leather Strap handles 
with Brass Button add to the luxe look. 

Thoughtful design details ensure that this robe stands out from the crowd. This includes the exposed open 
shelving and wardrobe inserts on view as you enter the space where favourite accessories can be displayed 
while illuminated by Vertical Strip Lighting. The makeup station is another highlight, topped in Silestone 
Blanco Maple from Cosentino. 

Wardrobe storage is a focus within the design, as seen in the considered mixture of hanging space, open 
shelving, and soft-close drawers, as well as several accessories including Häfele’s FX Trouser Rack Pull-out in 
Black, and a Folding Mirror in Anthracite.

KRISTY AND BRETT ELIZA AND LIBERTY 
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CABINETRY
Volcanic Black  

Matt

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

INTERIOR FINISH
Estella Oak Matt

HANDLES
Black Leather Strap with 

Brass Button NEW
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CABINETRY
Grigio Pelle (leather-like) 

NEW

DESK
Silestone by Cosentino  

in Blanco Maple

CABINETRY
Black Aluminium  
Framed Acrylic
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Steph and Gian have created a walk in wardrobe that dreams are made of! The only house to include an island 
bench, the design is a masterclass in style and storage. The large-scale U-shaped layout maximises cabinetry 
and storage, the central island bench taking centrestage. Topped in a stunning marble-look mineral surface 
from Cosentino, the island provides additional storage space thanks to several soft-close drawers featuring a 
series of Häfele Accessory Trays. 

Kinsman’s New Platinum Metallic doors create a luxe feel as you enter the space, and the contrasting internal 
colour of the oak timber-look finish ties both the joinery and the benchtops together with the moody textures. 
Leather Dark Brown wardrobe door handles with Pewter Button complete the look. 

The design includes Black Frame Glass Shelves on each side of the makeup station which features a Häfele 
Mirror. The shelving creates the perfect place to display handbags and favourite accessories, while behind 
closed doors a wealth of hanging space, soft-close drawers, and clever storage solutions such as the 
impressive Rotating Shoe Rack ensures that keeping the wardrobe organised is a breeze. As the winners of 
the $20,000 Kinsman Wardrobe upgrade, Steph and Gian have created a standout wardrobe that provides the 
very best in high quality storage accessories.

STEPH AND GIAN
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INTERIOR FINISH

Oak Woodgrain

ISLAND BENCHTOP
Silestone by Cosentino  

in Versailles Ivory

HANDLES
Leather Dark Brown Pull 

with Pewter Button

HANDLES
Leather Dark Brown 

Strap with Pewter Button 

CABINETRY
Platinum Metallic 

NEW

 Winners of Master Bedrooms
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CABINETRY
FX Series  

White Cement

CABINETRY
Bottega Oak  
Woodmatt 

Step into Kylie and Leslie's guest wing Hinged wardrobe design, where style seamlessly blends with 
functionality to create a modern and inviting space. The neutral colour palette comes to life with the pairing 
of FX Series White Cement doors and elegant Matt Black Anodised Square Hook handles, striking the 
perfect balance between contemporary and timeless.

Upon opening the wardrobe, a warm and welcoming atmosphere is revealed, courtesy of the Oak 
Woodgrain interiors that exude natural charm. Storage is abundant, thoughtfully arranged to cater to every 
need. Hanging space, open shelving, and soft-close drawers provide a versatile and organized storage 
solution, accommodating various items with ease. Adding a touch of comfort and entertainment to the 
room, the couple cleverly integrated a television within the centre of the wardrobe design.

Leah and Ash's ingenious side-by-side double door wardrobe design combines style and functionality. 
Rich and stylish, the wardrobe’s colour palette exudes sophistication with the combination of Bottega Oak 
Woodmatt doors and Brushed Orb Bar handles. Inside, the Grey Textile interiors add a touch of luxury 
creating a welcoming and cosy ambiance for anyone using the space.

Despite its compact size, the wardrobe is a storage marvel. The duo have skilfully maximised the space 
by incorporating a well-balanced blend of hanging rails, shelves, and metal side drawers. This clever 
arrangement ensures that there is a dedicated place for every item, making it effortless to keep the 
wardrobe organised and tidy. The inclusion of the Murphy Bed within the centre of the cabinetry is a 
masterstroke in space-saving design.

KYLE AND LESLIE LEAH AND ASH
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INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

INTERIOR FINISH
Grey Textile

HANDLES
Matt Black Anodised 

Square Hooks

HANDLES
Brushed Orb Bar 
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The Block 2023
Guest Wing Bedroom
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CABINETRY
Bonsai Smooth

Kirsty and Brett’s wardrobe design adds to their overall look in their Guest Wing. The wardrobe's green 
Bonsai Smooth exterior doors, paired with the elegant Brushed Dark Brass handles, make a bold statement, 
establishing the wardrobe as a stunning focal point within the room. Natural tones continue within the robe, 
with the interior finishes boasting a timber-look Oak Woodgrain, providing hanging space, open shelving, 
and soft-close Matrix drawers. 

A wealth of storage options are provided including hanging space, open shelving, and the convenience of 
soft-close Matrix drawers.  With ample storage and a harmonious colour palette, this wardrobe is not just 
visually appealing but also serves as a functional and organised haven for guests, reflecting the thoughtful 
approach and design sensibility of its creators.

Welcome to Steph and Gian's guest studio space, where their wardrobe design not only impresses with its 
functionality but also adds a touch of artistry to the room. A sophisticated colour scheme elevates the visual 
appeal of the wardrobe, making it a true centrepiece in the guest studio. The combination of Dove Grey 
doors with Walnut handles exudes a timeless elegance that perfectly complements the warm and inviting 
timber-look interiors. The design features open shelves in Oak Woodgrain on each end, creating the perfect 
place to showcase décor and personal touches. 

Beyond its decorative appeal, this wardrobe serves multiple purposes in the guest studio. It acts as a clever 
partition, separating the bedroom from the ensuite, creating a sense of privacy and organisation. Meanwhile, 
it offers much-needed storage, cleverly blending various elements to cater to the guests' needs.

KRISTY AND BRETT STEPH AND GIAN
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INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

HANDLES
Brushed Dark Brass

HANDLES
Walnut
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CABINETRY
Dove Grey Matt

 Winners of Guest Wing Bedrooms
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CABINETRY
Fresh White Satin

ELIZA AND  
LIBERTY
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INTERIOR FINISH
Estella Oak

HANDLES
Rail Brushed Dark Brass D 

Eliza and Liberty's studio serves as a versatile teenager 
retreat or a welcoming guest accommodation. The 
sisters' vision creates a retreat that embraces both 
function and comfort. The colour palette chosen for 
this delightful haven is a timeless combination of simple 
and fresh elements. Fresh White Satin doors, beautifully 
complemented by Rail Brushed Dark Brass handles, 
open to abundant storage options concealed within 
Estella Oak interiors.

The wardrobe design boasts a thoughtful layout, 
maximising storage capacity with a mix of half-hanging 
space, practical shelving, and soft-close drawers. 
This strategic arrangement ensures that all essentials, 
whether clothing or belongings, find a dedicated and 
well-organised space.

Adding a touch of sophistication and practicality, the 
wardrobe features Black LED Bar lighting activated 
with sensors. This intelligent lighting solution illuminates 
the contents of the wardrobe, making it effortless to 
find what you need, even in dim lighting conditions.

AS SEEN ON
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CABINETRY
Dove Grey Matt  

Effortlessly chic and brimming with storage Tom and Sarah-Jane’s 
winning Master Walk-in Wardrobe balances style with functionality. 
The colour palette centres on softs greys with pops of brass, featuring 
two new additions to the Kinsman Wardrobes range: Dove Grey Matt 
doors and French Linen interiors. Square Hook handles in Brushed 
Brass add a luxe contrast to the grey tones. 

A secret passageway in the centre of the design connects the master 
bedroom with the ensuite bathroom. Storage and organisation for 
clothing, accessories, and shoes has been carefully considered, 
reflected in the inclusion of a Folding Mirror, Tie and Belt Rack, 
and Multifunction Inserts. Vertical Strip lighting adds to the effect, 
illuminating the contents of the closet beautifully.

TOM & SARAH-JANE
Rachel and Ryan opted for a 
‘His and Hers’ layout for their 
Walk-in Wardrobe within their 
Master Bedroom with a focus on 
warm timber tones. Simple yet 
effective, the design showcases 
an open design with Kinsman’s 
new Oak Woodgrain interiors, 
with a large window separating 
the two units of joinery.

RACHEL & RYAN

HANDLES
Square Hook in 
Brushed Brass

INTERIOR FINISH
French Linen

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

Winners of  
Master Bedroom

Each sections offers the user 
a wealth of storage thanks to 
a mixture of hanging space, 
soft-close drawers, and Black 
Glass Framed Shelving. Several 
storage accessories have also 
been included to elevate the 
experience of using the closet, 
with Shoe Drawers, Black 
Framed Glass Shelving, Jewellery 
Compartment Trays, and Folding 
Mirror included.

The considered lighting scheme 
brings the look to life, with 
Rachel and Ryan selecting 
Vertical Strip lighting within their 
design to highlight the contents 
of the wardrobe.

The Block 2022
Master Bedroom
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Ankur and Sharon chose an earthy colour scheme for their 
Master Walk-in Wardrobe to evoke a Modern Country look. 
Kinsman’s new Bonsai exterior doors feature throughout, 
paired with Flexa Leather Pull handles. The use of Oak 
Woodgrain interior finishes adds to the nature-inspired 
palette, illuminated by Verti-Strip LED lighting. 

Inclusions such as shelving, hanging rails and soft-close 
drawers ensure plenty of storage space within the design. 
Additional accessories ensure organisation is maximised 
and include Pull Out Trays and a Folding Mirror. One of the 
most exciting additions is a series of Häfele Convoy Lavido 
pull-out units which allow bags, jewellery, and fragrances 
to be beautifully displayed. 

The long central island offers additional organisational 
space thanks to twelve drawers, while the Caesarstone® 
Calacatta Maximus benchtop is the perfect place to 
showcase special pieces, décor, and florals.

Dylan and Jenny’s Master Walk-in Wardrobe features an impressive 
mixture of cabinetry, open shelving, and an island bench. Shaker-style 
Somersby White Matt doors, Oak Woodgrain interiors, and Solid Brass 
Knob and Bar handles produce a classic colour scheme. Kinsman’s new 
panelled Avalon White exteriors have been used on the central island 
bench. 

This space makes getting dressed a joy with the inclusion of a makeup 
station. Both the island bench and the makeup table have been topped 
with Riverlet, a new colour within the Caesarstone® range, its soft 
off-white base with amber capillaries a wonderful addition which is 
highlighted by the mitred waterfall ends on the island. 

Storage abounds in the closet, with Dylan and Jenny incorporating 
a blend of hanging space, soft-close drawers, Multifunction Drawer 
Inserts, and Jewellery Compartments, all illuminated with Verti-Strip 
lighting and Black Front Bars.

ANKUR  
& SHARON

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

ISLAND BENCHTOP
Caesarstone®  

Calacatta Maximus™

ISLAND & DESK
Caesarstone® Riverlet™

HANDLES
Leather Dark Brown with 

Pewter Button

CABINETRY
Bonsai NEW

DYLAN & JENNY

CABINETRY
Somersby White  

Matt

HANDLES
Solid Brass Bar  
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Omar and Oz created a 
Contemporary Country 
style for their Master 
Bedroom Wardrobe. 
Complementing the 
bedroom, which 
includes a reading nook 
and study area, the 
robe features classic 
Shaker-style Somersby 
White Matt doors, glass 
shelving, Matt Brass 
Rounded handles, 
and new Dove Grey 
interiors. Black Front 
Bars and Verti-Strip 
lighting operate on a 
sensor, illuminating the 
contents of the robe 
with ease. 

Beyond the essential 
storage features such 
as hanging space and 
soft-close drawers, 
the boys also opted to 
include open shelving 
for displaying favourite 
accessories, as well as 
luxury extras including 
a Trouser Rail Pull Out.

OMAR  
& OZ

INTERIOR FINISH
Dove Grey Matt

CABINETRY
Somersby White  

Matt

HANDLES
Matt Brass Bar
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CABINETRY
Somersby Drift  

SCOTTY & TEAM

Scotty and Team have chosen a bold and glamourous colour palette for their 
Walk-in Master Robe with a focus on deep blues and timber tones. Central 
to the look are the statement blue Somersby Drift exterior doors which have 
been paired with Chrome Plated handles and Oak Woodgrain interiors for a 
glamourous and modern look.

The robe features hanging space, soft-close drawers, shelving, a Trouser Rail 
and Folding Mirror, allowing for plenty of storage and organisation. A seating 
nook below a window provides the perfect place to put on shoes and enjoy 
the natural light. Sensor Verti-strip lighting also features within the wardrobe, 
perfectly illuminating the contents within.

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

HANDLES
Chrome Plated Barsge
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Maintaining a sense of flow 
and harmony throughout 
their home, Tom and Sarah-
Jane once again opted for 
a classic neutral palette 
of warm grey, timber and 
brass in their Fourth Guest 
Bedroom. Kinsman’s Shaker-
style Somersby exterior 
doors in Grey Matt, Oak 
Woodgrain interiors and 
open shelving and Matt Brass 
Bar handles were selected to 
bring the look to life.

The design is visually striking 
thanks to the large section 
of open shelving on one 
end of the robe. The shelves 

provide the perfect place to 
display various items such 
as candles, plants, books, 
and other decor. The Oak-
inspired finish and texture 
adds warmth and interest to 
the room.

Behind closed the hinged 
doors, storage has been 
maximised with the 
inclusion of hanging space 
and soft-close drawers. 
Additions such as Black 
Front Bar lighting with 
sensors and a Folding 
Mirror ensure that this is 
a wardrobe that balances 
form and function.

TOM & SARAH-JANE

While it maybe be compact in size, Rachel and Ryan’s Hinged Wardrobe delivers style and storage in 
spades, its style complementing the rest of the guest bedroom. The duo created an earthy palette using 
Kinsman’s new Pewter Metallic exterior doors, teamed with timber-look Oak Woodgrain interiors and new 
Timber Oak handles. 

A Folding Mirror in Anthracite and Black Front Bar lighting have been included, with a wealth of storage 
produced by soft-close drawers and a mixture of long and half hanging space.

RACHEL & RYAN
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INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

CABINETRY
Pewter Metallic

HANDLES
Matt Brass Bar

HANDLES
Timber Oak

The Block 2022
Guest Bedroom Four
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CABINETRY
Somersby Grey  

Matt

Joint Winners of  
Guest Bedroom 4

Joint Winners of  
Guest Bedroom 4
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CABINETRY
Somersby White  

Matt

Ankur and Sharon evoked a bold and glamourous country look for their Fourth Guest Bedroom, 
designing a wardrobe to complement the rest of the space. Classic Shaker-style cabinetry is the perfect 
choice, with Kinsman’s Somersby White Matt doors and new Leather Pull handles taking centre stage. 

Opening the doors triggers sensor Black Front Bar lighting, revealing a blend of soft-close drawers and 
hanging space featuring interior finishes in Oak Woodgrain Matt.

Dylan and Jenny created a multifunctional design for their generous Fourth Guest Bedroom Wardrobe. 
Shaker-style Somersby White Matt doors, Kinsman’s new Brushed Satin Brass Pull handles, and Oak 
Woodgrain interior finishes combine for a classic and neutral colour scheme. 

Storage abounds in the robe, which showcases a thoughtful blend of half and full hanging space, soft-
close drawers, and open shelves. The study nook can double as a makeup station, the timber-look 
shelving and Caesarstone® Riverlet desk adding to the overall look. 
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ANKUR & SHARON

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

DYLAN & JENNY

CABINETRY
Somersby White  

Matt

HANDLES
Brushed Satin Brass Bar  

HANDLES
Leather Dark Brown  
Pewter Button Pull  

 DESK
Caesarstone® Riverlet™

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain
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Generous in size and storage, Omar and Oz created 
an impressive wardrobe which includes exposed 
open shelving and a desk area within their Fourth 
Guest Bedroom. The pair selected Fresh White 
Satin Doors with Kinsman’s new Brushed Satin 
Brass Pull handles, and timber-look Oak Woodgrain 
interiors for a sleek and modern look. 

Two banks of storage sit behind exterior doors, 
concealing a mixture of hanging space, soft-close 
drawers, and open shelves. The study nook or 
makeup station to the right of the design ensures 
the room serves a dual purpose, and the desk in 
Natural Halifax Oak Streamline laminate beautifully 
mimics the look and feel of timber.

OMAR & OZ

CABINETRY
Fresh White Satinge
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INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

 DESK
Natural Halifax Oak 
Streamline laminate

HANDLES
Brushed Satin Brass Bar  
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Tom and Sarah-Jane created a generous Hinged 
Wardrobe which includes a section of timber-
look Oak Woodgrain open shelving for their Third 
Guest Bedroom. Creating a nursery, the duo 
mixed warm greys and timber tones to keep the 
colour palette soft and neutral. The look achieved 
with Shaker-style Somersby Grey Matt doors 
matched with Oak Woodgrain interiors and Matt 
Brass Bar hardware. 

 

Behind closed doors sits a combination of hanging 
space, open shelves, soft-close drawers and 
pigeon-hole style compartments ensuring storage 
is maximised. The interiors are illuminated by Black 
Front Bar lights which turn on when the doors are 
opened thanks to sensors. 

The showpiece open shelving allows for styling 
décor, while Matt Brass Bar handles add the 
perfect pop of glamour.

TOM & SARAH-JANE

Rachel and Ryan created a fun and fresh wardrobe to complement the rest of the features in their 
children-centric bedroom. Mixing Kinsman’s blue-toned Trevi exterior doors with new Timber Oak 
handles, the colour scheme is light and bright. Timber tones feature inside the robe with Oak Woodgrain 
interiors used throughout, with Sensor Black Front Bar lighting enhancing visibility while Pull Down Rails 
allow easy access to clothing. 

Storage has been maximised with a clever combination of soft-close drawers and hanging space. With 
plentiful shelving and hanging space, the layout is perfect for storing clothes, shoes, accessories, and toys.

RACHEL & RYAN
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INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

CABINETRY
Somersby Grey  

Matt

CABINETRY
Trevi

HANDLES
Matt Brass Bar

HANDLES
Timber Oak

The Block 2022
Guest Bedroom Three
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Ankur and Sharon opted for a fun and chic colour scheme of navy and timber for their guest bedroom 
wardrobe. Complementing the rest of the room, which has been designed as a teenager’s space, the robe 
wardrobe features Kinsman’s new blue-toned Drift exterior doors paired with Leather Pull handles. Oak 
Woodgrain interiors contrast beautifully with the bold cabinetry. 

A mixture of hanging space, soft-close drawers, and open shelving provide plenty of storage for clothing 
and shoes. The open shelving provides space to store and display décor and books, while the interior of 
the robe is lit with sensor operated Häfele Black Front Bar lighting. 

Dylan and Jenny kept their wardrobe’s colour scheme 
neutral and classic, selecting Shaker-profile White Matt 
Somersby doors teamed with detailed Brushed Satin Brass 
handles for their winning children’s bedroom. Kinsman’s 
new Oak Woodgrain interiors add to the timeless style 
while also injecting warmth, beautifully lit by Häfele Black 
Front Bar lighting. 

The pair ensured that the layout of the wardrobe provides 
plenty of storage, including a mixture of shelving, soft-
close drawers, as well as half and full hanging space, 
perfect for storing anything a child would need. Extra 
details such as the inclusion of a Folding Mirror, Sound 
System and USB Charger complete the design. 
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ANKUR & SHARON

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

DYLAN & JENNY
CABINETRY

Somersby White  
Matt

CABINETRY
Drft

HANDLES
Brushed Satin Brass Bar  

HANDLES
Leather Dark Brown  
Pewter Button Pull  

Winners of  
Guest Bedroom 3
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CABINETRY
Black Alumin Frame Full 
doors with Acrylic Insert

Omar and Oz designed a media room filled with 
decorative storage cabinetry. The look is sleek 
and modern, focusing on black and grey tones. 
Kinsman’s new Black Alumin Frame Full doors 
with Acrylic Inserts take centre stage in the space. 
Stylish new Dove Grey interior finishes used within 

the display cabinet provide another focal point, 
beautifully illuminated by vertical strip lighting. 

The multifunctional space is divided into two 
sections. One area features a desk and display 
case, while the other area centres around an 
entertainment unit, TV, and fireplace.
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INTERIOR FINISH
Dove Grey

DESK
Caesarstone®  

Cloudburst Concrete™

OMAR & OZ

CABINETRY
Somersby White  

Matt

SCOTTY & TEAM
Scotty and his team selected a classic colour 
palette centred on whites and timbers for the 
Hinged Wardrobe within their Third Guest 
Bedroom. Shaker-style Somersby White Matt doors 
have been paired with Oak with White Centre Knob 
handles, while Oak Woodgrain interior finishes add 
a sense of warmth to the overall look.

Soft-close drawers, open shelving, and hanging 
space ensure plenty of storage space. Decorative 
open shelving in Oak Woodgrain on the left of the 
wardrobe serves two purposes. Not only does it 
hide an air conditioning/service duct from sight, 
it also provides the perfect place to display décor, 
books, and toys within the room.
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INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

HANDLES
Oak with White  

Centre Knob
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Tom and Sarah-Jane have once again opted for a modern yet classic colour palette for their Guest Bedroom 
2 Wardrobe. Grey Shaker-style Somersby doors feature again, paired with Matt Brass Bar handles. 

Within the centre of the design, the couple have included a desk topped in Caesarstone® Bianco Drift, 
complementing the grey cabinetry perfectly. This area has been designed to work as a study nook or a 
makeup table making it a multifunctional space perfect for a guest room. 

Storage abounds in the wardrobe with a mixture of hanging space, soft-close drawers and open shelving 
finished in Kinsman’s new Oak Woodgrain colourway. A Folding Mirror in Anthracite and Black Front Bar 
lighting which activate with sensors add to the style and functionality of the design.

In a departure from the colourful palette used in their 
first wardrobe, Rachel and Ryan opted for a modern 
combination of timber, white cement and black for 
their Second Guest Bed wardrobe colour scheme. 
White Cement exterior doors have been teamed with 
new Brushed Black Bar handles, complementing Oak 
Woodgrain interior finishes.  

Storage has been maximised with a focus on open 
shelving as well as hanging space and soft-close 
drawers. Wardrobe Lifts have been included to bring 
clothing within easy reach, the rail installed in the high 
part of the robe which can then be pulled downwards 
and outwards on a swing fitting.

RACHEL & RYAN
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INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

ISLAND & DESK
Caesarstone® Bianco Drift™

CABINETRY
Somersby Grey  

Matt

CABINETRY
FX Series White Cement

HANDLES
Matt Brass Bar

HANDLES
Brushed Black Bar  

Winners of  
Guest Bedroom 2

TOM & SARAH-JANE

The Block 2022
Guest Bedroom Two
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Ankur and Sharon continued to evoke a Country Luxe 
aesthetic for their Hinged Robe within their Second Guest 
Bedroom. To achieve the look, the pair combined Somersby 
White Matt doors, Oak Woodgrain interior finishes and 
Kinsman’s new Flexa Leather Pull handles. 

In addition to the storage within the robe thanks to hanging 
space, open shelves and soft-close drawers, the inclusion 
of a desk ensures the bedroom is a multifunctional space. 
Designed to be either a study area or a makeup station, this 
zone features a Caesarstone® Aterra Blanca desktop and 
new timber-look Oak Woodgrain Matt shelves.

Dylan and Jenny’s wardrobe within their Second Guest 
Bedroom focuses on an earthy and classic palette of 
warm timbers and matte whites. Brushed Satin Brass 
handles pair perfectly with Shaker-style Somersby 
White Matt cabinets.  

Inclusions such as hanging space, shelving and soft-
close drawers ensure there is plenty of storage within 
the bedroom. The exposed section of shelving in Oak 
Woodgrain provides a stunning focal point and an 
opportunity to style accessories and display décor.
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ANKUR & SHARON

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

DESK
Caesarstone® Aterra  

Blanca™

DYLAN & JENNY
CABINETRY

Somersby White  
Matt

CABINETRY
Somersby White  

Matt

HANDLES
Brushed Satin Brass Bar  

HANDLES
Flexa Leather Pull with 

Pewter Button
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CABINETRY
Somersby Grey  

Matt

CABINETRY
Bonsai

Tom and Sarah-Jane choose a classic Hinged Wardrobe design featuring a soft palette of warm greys and 
timbers for their First Guest Bedroom. Somersby Shaker-style doors in Grey Matt have been paired with 
Matt Brass Bar handles, opening to reveal new Oak Woodgrain interior finishes. 

The Guest Bedroom storage has been carefully considered in the layout, reflected in the mixture of 
hanging space, soft-close drawers, and open shelving. A Folding Mirror in Anthracite makes getting ready 
a breeze, while Black Front Bar lights allow the contents of the wardrobe to be viewed easily while also 
adding to the stylish look.
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TOM & SARAH-JANE
Rachel and Ryan chose to bring colour and touches of 
heritage to their wardrobe design within their First Guest 
Bedroom. Central to the look are flat exterior doors in 
Kinsman’s new shade Bonsai, which pair beautifully with 
Oak Timber handles. 

The layout focuses on maximising storage, as well as 
usability, as seen in the inclusion of a bench seat in the 
centre of the robe. The bench allows guests to sit and get 
ready while enjoying the view out the window opposite. 
Within the robe itself, a combination of hanging space, 
soft-close drawers and open shelves provide plenty of 
organisation space, while a Folding Mirror and Black Front 
Bar lighting complete the look.

RACHEL & RYAN

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

HANDLES
Satin Brass 

Rounded Bar

HANDLES
Oak Timber

The Block 2022
Guest Bedroom One
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CABINETRY
Somersby White  

Matt

Ankur and Sharon chose a Country Luxe style for their First Guest 
Bedroom Wardrobe. To achieve the look, they teamed Kinsman’s Shaker-
style Somersby doors in White Matt with Oak Woodgrain interiors. Their 
decision to include leather pull handles provides a modern and stylish 
twist to the farmhouse look. 

Generous in size, the design ensures plenty of storage space thanks 
to hanging rails, drawers, and shelving. The use of pigeon-hole style 
compartments within one of the cabinets is an innovative and flexible 
solution for organising anything from shoes to clothing. 

The design also includes a small yet effective study or makeup area featuring 
a desk topped in Caesarstone’s® marble-inspired Aterra Blanca™ quartz. 
Timber-look open shelving above the nook connects seamlessly to the Oak 
Woodgrain internal finishes, allowing for decorative storage and styling.

Dylan and Jenny chose an on-trend earthy colour 
palette of warm timber for their Walk-in Wardrobe 
space within their First Guest Bedroom. The open 
design featuring Oak Woodgrain interiors creates 
a sense of light and space, while delivering storage 
in spades with a mixture of hanging space, soft-
close drawers, and open shelves. 

While simple in design, the couple have ensured 
that the closet is user-friendly for guests as well 
as the main homeowners who can use the storage 
cubes above the hanging space to store seasonal 
or rarely used items while keeping them within 
easy reach. The Folding Mirror in Anthracite is 
another thoughtful inclusion, allowing guests to 
get ready with ease within the bedroom.

ANKUR & SHARON  

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

BENCHTOP
Caesarstone®  
Aterra Blanca

HANDLES
Flexa Leather Pull with 

Pewter Button

DYLAN & JENNY

Winners of  
Guest Bedroom 1
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CABINETRY
FX Series  

White Cement

Omar and Oz presented a Country Rustic meets 
Industrial Wardrobe design for their First 
Guest Bedroom. They established the look 
with a combination of White Cement exterior 
doors paired with detailed Brushed Satin Brass 
handles. The pair selected elegant French Linen 
interior finishes which is a new colour within the 
Kinsman range.

A combination of open shelves, soft-close 
drawers and hanging space create plenty of 
storage, with the contents illuminated with Black 
Front Bar lighting. The design also includes a 
study zone, which sits between the banks of 
cabinetry. Topped with Kinsman’s FX Series White 
Cement finish, the desk also features a window 
which overlooks the beautiful county landscape.

INTERIOR FINISH
French Linen

HANDLES
Brushed Satin Brass Pull  

OMAR & OZ

DESK
FX Series  

White Cementge
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SCOTTY & TEAM
It may be compact in size, but Scotty ensured that his Hinged 
Wardrobe provides the amount of storage suitable for a Guest 
Bedroom, offering hanging space as well as open shelves and 
drawers.

Opting for a classic colour palette of whites and timbers, the 
robe showcases Shaker-style White Matt Somersby doors and 
Oak Woodgrain interior finishes. Oak with White Centre Knob 
handles add the perfect amount of modernity to the overall look. 
Other inclusions such as Black Front Bar lighting and a USB outlet 
complete the simple yet effective design.
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CABINETRY
Somersby White  

Matt

INTERIOR FINISH
Oak Woodgrain

HANDLES
Oak with White  

Centre Knob
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CABINETRY
Ballina Black Wenge

CABINETRY
Chadstone Oyster Grey

Tom and Sarah-Jane created a stylish and functional home office with Ballina Black Wenge doors, premium 
laminate Tobacco Halifax Oak desktops, and Black Anodised Bar handles. The spacious layout allows for 
two separate desks with plenty of storage thanks to drawers. The design also includes a kitchenette topped 
with a 20mm Caesarstone® countertop featuring a sink and tap, bar fridge, dishwasher, and a floating shelf in 
matching Ballina Black Wenge, creating a stylish and functional work or study space within their home.
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TOM & SARAH-JANE
Rachel and Ryan decided to create an ‘adults retreat’ or second living area rather than a dedicated home 
office within their shed, selecting Kinsman joinery for the central entertainment unit. A classic colour scheme 
was chosen featuring grey, black, and copper tones. Chadstone doors in Oyster Grey have been paired with 
Kinsman’s new Brushed Black Rail handles, while a mixture of cupboards and drawers provides plenty of 
storage. The countertop brings a modern industrial feel to the room, evoking the beauty of oxidising rust 
and concrete.

RACHEL & RYAN

HANDLES
Black Anodised Bar

HANDLES
Brushed Black Rail  

DESK
Tobacco Halifax Oak 

Streamline

Winners of  
WFH Spaces

The Block 2022
Work From Home

BENCHTOP
By Client

BENCHTOP
By Client
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Ankur and Sharon combined a home office with a media room, choosing a rich and dark look with black 
and timber tones for their work-from-home space, selecting Kinsman’s revolutionary CUBE Range to create 
the look. The desk is topped in Caesarstone® Rugged Concrete with plenty of additional storage thanks to 
the inclusion of drawers and cabinets.  

The design also includes a large span of Kinsman’s CUBE Dark Woodgrain joinery along the rear wall, 
a stunning seamless look created as the interior carcass colour matches that for the exterior doors. Oil 
Rubbed Bronze Bar handles complement the dark timber doors, completing the look.

Embracing flexibility and usability, Dylan and Jenny 
produced a room that includes a home office, 
entertainment area, and mini bar. The pair choose 
a rich, moody colour palette of dark timbers and 
black, broken up with pops of brass thanks to 
Kinsman’s Matt Brass Bar handles. Exterior doors in 
Chadstone Perugian Walnut form the base of the 
darker colour scheme, with a thick floating shelf in 
Dark Woodgrain sitting above the mini bar zone. 
The result is an impressive multipurpose space 
where you can work or play
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ANKUR & SHARON

INTERIOR FINISH
Cube Dark Woodgrain

FLOATING SHELF
Dark Woodgrain

ISLAND BENCHTOP
Caesarstone®  

Rugged Concrete™

BENCHTOPS
Caesarstone®  

Empira Black™

HANDLES
Oil Rubbed Bronze Bars

CABINETRY
Cube Dark Woodgrain

DYLAN & JENNY

CABINETRY
Chadstone Perugian 
Walnut Woodmatt 

HANDLES
Matt Brass Bars
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With a range of door colours, profiles 
and sizes, our Hinged Wardrobes are 
perfect for both smaller and larger 
rooms. 

Creating a seamless bank of flowing 
storage concealing clothing, shoes 
and accessories, your choice of 
external door and handle selection 
can make a real statement in your 
bedroom.

Hinged
Wardrobes

Book your virtual or  
in-home design appointment  

at kinsman.com.au
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2020 BLACK
ALUMIN FRAMES

GREY TEXTILE

SOMERSBY
WHITE MATT

CAESARSTONE®  
EMPIRA WHITE™

FOLDING
MIRROR

LED LIGHT BAR
IN BLACK

HINGED IDEAS

BOTTEGA OAK
WOODMATT

SQUARE HOOK
MATT BLACK

900MM (34-K-125)

RADIO KNOB
BLACK
(22-K-124)

TROUSER
RACK
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HOME  
OFFICE

MARQ HANDLE  
BRUSHED  

GOLD LOOK

FRESH WHITE  
SATIN

OAK WOODGRAIN

HINGED IDEAS

BOTTEGA OAK 
WOODMATT

SATIN BRASS  
ROUNDED BAR HANDLE  

(34-K-155)

COOL LED  
STRIP LIGHTING

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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SOMERSBY  
GREY MATT

COOL LED  
STRIP LIGHTING

RADIO KNOB BLACK  
WITH BRASS RING

OAK  
WOODGRAIN

HOME  
OFFICE

GREIGE  
TEXTILE

SQUARE HOOK  
MATT BLACK

HINGED IDEAS

FX SERIES  
BETON TEXTURE

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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HINGED IDEAS

VOLCANIC 
BLACK

OAK WOODGRAIN

BRUSHED GOLD LOOK  
MARQ HANDLE

WARDROBE LIFT

SOMERSBY
WHITE MATT

THIN FLAT D SHAPED 
CHAMPAGNE (15-K-148)

GREY  
TEXTILE

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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Interior Finishes

Door Finishes FRESH WHITE SATIN

GREY TEXTILE

DOVE GREY MATT

OAK WOODGRAIN

ESTELLA OAK

FRENCH LINEN

FX Series
Handle Inspiration
View our handle range  
on page 72

Door and interior finishes

WHITE CEMENT GREY CEMENTBETON TEXTURE

HINGED DESIGN

AVALON WHITE MATT

ENAMEL NATURAL FINISH

PEWTER METALLIC

BONSAI

BLACK ALUMIN FRAME FULL

FRESH WHITE SATIN WHITE GLOSS

VOLCANIC BLACK OAK WOODGRAIN

DOVE GREY MATT MINK ULTRAMATT TREVI

SUPA OXFORD SUPA MATT BOTTEGA OAK WOODMATT

SOMERSBY WHITE MATT

NERO PELLE (LEATHER-LIKE) 

MONTAUK WHITE MATT

MONTAUK GREY MATT MONTAUK DRIFT

DRIFT

SOMERSBY GREY MATT

GRIGIO PELLE (LEATHER-LIKE) 

SOMERSBY DRIFT

PLATINUM METALLIC

AVALON GREY MATT

AVALON DRIFT

NEW NEW NEW

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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The ultimate luxury, a Walk-in robe 
makes getting ready a joy each and 
every day. Open shelving allows for 
styling opportunities to showcase 
your clothes, shoes, accessories and 
more, with everything out on display 
so you can find it easily. 

If your floorplan allows for it, an island 
bench or make-up station creates a 
glamorous focal-point for your closet 
and maximises storage with drawers.

Walk-in
Wardrobes

Book your virtual or  
in-home design appointment  

at kinsman.com.au

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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WALK-IN IDEAS

EXTERIOR DOORS:  
MONTAUK WHITE MATT 

INTERIOR FINISH:  
OAK WOODGRAIN

FOR SIMILAR SEE 
BRAVE BOW MATT 

BLACK 38-M-08

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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WALK-IN IDEAS

SHOE RACKS

OAK WOODGRAIN

GREY  
TEXTILE

LAUNDRY  
HAMPER

FRESH WHITE  
SATIN

LOOX MULTI-
DIMENSIONAL 

MIRROR

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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WALK-IN IDEAS

HOME  
SAFE

SHOE RACKS

ESTELLA OAK

WARM LED  
STRIP LIGHTING

OAK WOODGRAIN

VOLCANIC BLACK

MARQ HANDLE  
BRUSHED GOLD

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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WALK-IN IDEAS

SHOE RACK

TROUSER RACK

LED STRIP  
LIGHTING

BLACK HANGING RAIL

GREY TEXTILE

ESTELLA OAK

BOTTEGA OAK  
WOODMATT

SHOE RACK

LAUNDRY 
BAG

SATIN BRASS  
ROUNDED HANDLE  

(34-K-155)

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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Interior Finishes

Luxury Extras

Door and interior finishes

WALK-IN DESIGN

BLACK FRAME GLASS SHELVING COMPARTMENT TRAYS

TROUSER RACK

SHOE RACK AND SHOE DRAWER HOME SAFE

FOLDING MIRRORLED LIGHT BAR

LAUNDRY BAG

FRESH WHITE SATIN

GREY TEXTILE

DOVE GREY MATT NEW

OAK WOODGRAIN

ESTELLA OAK

FRENCH LINEN NEW

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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Ideal for tighter spaces, our Premium 
Sliding Wardrobes wrap style and 
functionality into one. 

Concealing your belongings behind 
our Tri Panel Doors, this system is 
designed for flexibility; offering a 
variety of colours to choose from, 
you can opt for a simple and chic 
one-colour look or mix and match for 
dramatic impact.

Premium Sliding
Wardrobes

Book your virtual or  
in-home design appointment  

at kinsman.com.au

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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SLIDING IDEAS

FX SERIES  
BETON TEXTURE  

TRI PANEL  
SLIDING DOORS

BRAVE BOW  
MATT BLACK  
HANDLE  
(38-M-08)

FRAME IN  
BLACK SATIN

ESTELLA OAK

ESTELLA OAK

TRI PANEL 
SLIDING DOORS

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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CLEAR ANODISED ALUMINIUM

BLACK SATIN

Sliding Door Frames

VOLCANIC 
BLACK

BOTTEGA OAK 
WOODMATT

VOLCANIC 
BLACK

WHITE GLOSS

VOLCANIC 
BLACK

WHITE GLOSS

BOTTEGA OAK 
WOODMATT

VOLCANIC 
BLACK

BOTTEGA OAK 
WOODMATT

BETON 
TEXTURE

WHITE SATIN

BETON 
TEXTURE

Exclusive to this range Colour 
options for “Tri Panel” doors

Some examples of our mix and 
match colour combinations

Interior Finishes

Door Finishes

FRESH WHITE SATIN WHITE GLOSS

VOLCANIC BLACK

SUPA OXFORD SUPA MATT 

BOTTEGA OAK WOODMATT

FX Series

WHITE CEMENT GREY CEMENT

Door and interior finishes

BETON TEXTURE

SLIDING DESIGN

The clever “Tri Panel” door system is designed for flexibility and works 
well in smaller or tight spaces. Create a simple, chic one-colour look 
with extra detailing in the middle of the door, or mix and match for 
dramatic impact. Use the "Tri-Panel" system to create a wardrobe 
that's uniquely yours.

FRESH WHITE SATIN

GREY TEXTILE

DOVE GREY MATT NEW

OAK WOODGRAIN

ESTELLA OAK

FRENCH LINEN NEW

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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Luxury
extras

Rotating Shoe Rack

• 180 Degree Rotating Shoe Rack

•  Holds up to 50 pairs of shoes, extending and 
rotating for easy access from both side

•  All shelves can be easily hooked in and removed 
for customisation and ease of cleaning

Loox Multi-Dimensional Mirror

•  Integrated sound system controlled 
via smart phone or tablet 

•  Mirror functions are controlled via  
touch keys 

•  Flick between cool and warm  
front lighting

•  Indirect lighting to create an outer 
glow 

• Demister

Book your virtual or  
in-home design appointment  

at kinsman.com.au

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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They’re a little detail but the right handles 
complete the look. From sleek, contemporary 
lines to bold heritage statement pieces, you’ll 
find the perfect handles to finish off your 
space. 

For minimalists, we also offer a handle-free 
look. Remember to consider comfort. You’ll 
use them a lot.

Handles

DESIGN

Brave Bow Matt Black 
code | 38-M-08

Brushed Dark Brass Bar
code | 15-M-03

Brass Gloss Bar
code | 34-K-126

Brass Matt Bar
code | 34-K-127

Brushed Brass T Knob
code | 12-M-02

Satin Black Rounded D
code | 22-K-131

Stained Black Handle
code | 22-K-121

Brushed Orb
code | 22-K-120

Ribe Black Stain Timber
code | 34-K-151

Brass Knob Mushroom
code | 12-K-117

Antique Brass D 160mm
code | 34-M-29

Radio Knob Black
code | 22-K-130

Black Leather Strap with Brass Button
NEW code | 34-D-05

Florencia Matt Black Knob
code | 10-M-01

Black Timber Knob 60mm
code | 22-M-14

Brave Bow Matt Black
code | 38-M-08

Brushed Black Bar
code | 38-M-52

Solid Brass Knob
code | 38-M-44

Solid Brass Bar NEW
code | 45-M-53

Brushed Satin Brass Pull 160mm
NEW code | 50-B-35

Matt Brass Bar
code | 34-K-132

Barcco Natural Ash Bar
code | 38-M-06

Barcco Walnut Bar
code | 38-M-07

Walnut
code | 34-K-105

Aluminium Brushed Inox Bar
code | 22-K-119

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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Handles

DESIGN

Ribe Oak Timber
code | 34-K-152

Oak
code | 22-K-122

Walnut Cadello NEW
code | 45-D-13

Dark Brown Leather with Pewter  
Button Pull   code | 50-B-78

Dark Brown Leather with Pewter  
Buttons Strap   code | 34-M-40

Tan Leather Strap with Bright  
Brass Buttons    code | 34-D-19

Wok Oak Knob
code | 12-K-118

White Ova Pull NEW
code | 40-D-06

Ribe Oak Timber
code | 34-K-152

Chrome Plated Bar
code | 34-M-16

Oak Timber Bow
code | 50-B-93

Walnut Timber Bow NEW
code | 38-K-167

Square Hook Matt Black Anodised
600mm 22-K-133 | 900mm 22-K-133

Square Hook Brushed Gold
600mm 22-K-133 | 900mm 22-K-133

Marq Handle - White

Marq Handle - GoldMarq Handle - Black

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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Lighting

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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CLICK 
HERE

DOWNLOAD THE  
HOME OFFICE 
CATALOGUETransforming spaces. Enriching lifestyles

The perfect space 

to work from home

Find us at
selected

Home office
spaces to love
As we find ourselves spending 
more time working and studying 
from home, a dedicated space 
with a perfect balance between 
comfort and productivity is the 
key to success. 

Kinsman's Home Office Range offers 
solutions that are stylish and flexible 
for your individual needs. Choose 
from a wide selection of desk tops 
and smart storage including drawers 
and cabinetry to create an office 
space you'll just love to work from.

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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CLICK 
HERE

DOWNLOAD THE  
KITCHEN CATALOGUE

Kitchens
and laundries
Whether you’re creating your 
kitchen to suit your lifestyle, 
renovating to sell, or building 
a brand new home, Kinsman 
Kitchens can help you make the 
right decisions for any project. 

Featuring our three Kitchen ranges; 
Designer, Studio and Xpress, you’ll 
find our catalogue packed with ideas 
and inspiration - from global trends 
to timeless classics - as well as helpful 
tips to start planning your new 
kitchen, pantry or laundry right now.

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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Visit us or get in touch
Visit a Kinsman showroom or book your free in-home, in-store or virtual 
design appointment by phone or online.

1300 764 737
kinsman.com.au

Find us at selected  stores.
Our showrooms currently have limited opening hours. Please check our website for up-to-date opening hours before your visit.

*Product availability is subject to change without notice. We make every effort to ensure the accuracy of the information published in 
this guide, however, please confirm with your designer current product availability.
†Due to inconsistencies of various monitors, lighting sources, digital photography we cannot guarantee that the colour you see 
accurately portrays the true colour of the product.

NSW
ALEXANDRIA
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
45-59 O'Riordan St, 
Alexandria NSW 2015 
(02) 8006 5553

ARTARMON
+ CUBE DISPLAY
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
Home HQ,  
1 Frederick St 
(02) 8006 5487

CAMPBELLTOWN
+ CUBE DISPLAY
24 Blaxland Rd  
(02) 4602 5028

CARINGBAH
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
152-158 Taren Point Rd  
(02) 8559 0126

CASTLE HILL
UNDER RENOVATION 
+ STUDIO RANGE DISPLAY
Hills Homemaker Centre,  
NSW 2154  
(02) 8004 8615

ERINA
+ STUDIO RANGE DISPLAY
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
Shop Axa 05, Erina Fair 
Shopping Centre  
(02) 4304 5718 

KOTARA
150 Park Ave 
Unit 12 Homemaker Centre 
(02) 4001 0912 

PENRITH
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
Henry Lawson Centre,  
88-90 Mulgoa Rd 
(02) 4702 1207

WARRAWONG
79-85 King St  
(02) 4255 2640

VIC
BAYSWATER
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
2/224-234 Canterbury Rd, 
Bayswater VIC 3153  
(03) 8777 1057

BRIGHTON
+ CUBE DISPLAY
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
681 Nepean Hwy, 
Brighton VIC 3186  
(03) 9005 2208

CRANBOURNE
+ STUDIO RANGE DISPLAY
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
24/350-398  
S Gippsland Hwy, 
Cranbourne VIC 3977  
(03) 8595 1557

DANDENONG
+ CUBE DISPLAY
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
55-67 Frankston 
– Dandenong Rd  
(03) 8797 0247

ESSENDON
+ CUBE DISPLAY
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
DFO Essendon,  
4 Homemaker Hub 
Bulla Rd 
(03) 9005 2224

FRANKSTON
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
Power Centre, 
111 Cranbourne Rd  
(03) 8797 0223

GEELONG
+ CUBE DISPLAY
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
1/40-50 Fyans St  
(03) 5215 6127

MARIBYRNONG
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
2-6 Sloane St 
(03) 9005 2194

NUNAWADING
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
372-394 Whitehorse Rd  
(03) 8824 9060

PRESTON
Homemaker Centre,  
19-33 Murray Rd 
(03) 9005 2195

SPRINGVALE
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
754-769 Princess Hwy 
(03) 8418 5608

THOMASTOWN
+ STUDIO RANGE DISPLAY
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
30 Dalton Rd  
(03) 9005 2228 

QLD
BUNDALL
+ CUBE DISPLAY
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
1A/13-15 Upton St  
(07) 5553 1352 

CARSELDINE
+ CUBE DISPLAY
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
Homemaker Centre  
1915-1925 Gympie Rd,  
(07) 3102 1202

HELENSVALE
Homeworld 
502 Hope Island Rd,  
(07) 5551 0284

LOGANHOLME
+ CUBE DISPLAY
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
Hyperdome Home Centre 
Unit 6a, 3810 Pacific Hwy, 
Loganholme, QLD 4129, 
(07) 2113 3490

LUTWYCHE
+ CUBE DISPLAY
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
412-430 Lutwyche Rd  
(07) 3102 1378

MACGREGOR
Tenancy 4,  
555 Kessels Rd,

OXLEY
+ CUBE DISPLAY
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
2140-2148 Ipswich Rd 
Oxley QLD 4075 
(07) 3102 2518

SA
MILE END
+ CUBE DISPLAY
+ WARDROBE DISPLAY
Tenancy T08/09 
121 - 150 Railway Terrace 
Mile End, SA 5031 
(08) 7079 9473

CLICK 
HERE

BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL OR  
IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENT
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